Incoherent diffraction correlator with a holographic filter.
An incoherent optical method for spatial frequency filtering is considered, based on the principle of diffraction in spatial incoherent monochromatic light. Such a method is shown to be possible in an incoherent diffraction correlator with a holographic filter. This permits substantially lower requirements for the adjustment accuracy of the system, significantly decreased required dynamic range of the holographic filter, and the phase distortion influence on the form of an output correlation function is canceled. It is shown that, for completely incoherent processing, the filtering process is invariant to longitudinal shift of the holographic filter. The influence of incomplete phase modulation on the form of output correlation function is discussed as it is used to distort spatial coherence. This case is shown to be analogous to the processing in partially coherent light. Dependence of SNR on the depth of phase modulation is obtained.